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Abstract
A simple Pati-Salam SU(4) model with a low symmetry breaking scale of about 1000
TeV is presented. The analysis concentrates on calculating radiative corrections to tree-
level mass relations for third generation fermions. The tree-level relation rrib/mT = 1
predicted by such models can receive large radiative corrections up to about 50% due to
threshold effects at the mass unification scale. These corrections are thus of about the
same importance as those that give rise to renormalisation group running. The high
figure of 50% can be achieved because 1-loop graphs involving the physical charged
Higgs boson give corrections to mT — mj that are proportional to the large top quark
mass. These corrections can either increase or decrease mb/mr depending on the value
of an unknown parameter. They can also be made to vanish through a fine-tuning.
A related model of tree-level t-b-r unification which uses the identification of SU(2)/j
with custodial SU(2) is then discussed. A curious relation nib — \/2mT is found to be
satisfied at tree-level in this model. The overall conclusion of this work is that the tree-
level relation rrib = mT at low scales such as 1000 TeV or somewhat higher can produce
a successful value for mb/mT after corrections, but one must be mindful that radiative
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corrections beyond those incorporated through the renormalisation group can be very
important. This motivates that an on-going search for the rare decays A'£ —> /xxe:f be
maintained.



1. Introduction
The fermion mass problem may be usefully divided into four sub-problems: Why

do weak isospin partners have different masses? Why are quark and lepton masses
split? Why is there a mass hierarchy between generations, and why is there a mix-
ing angle hierarchy? The Standard Model (SM) answer is that the gauge group
GSM — SU(3)c®S'U(2)£,®U(l)y permits a different Yukawa coupling constant to set
each fermion mass and mixing angle. It is productive to suppose that this is really no
answer at all, thus motivating us to seek extensions of the SM that are less accomo-
dating.

Indeed, the multiplet structure of the SM strongly suggests that these four patterns
within the fermionic parameter spectrum should be correlated with the breakdown of
a symmetry group larger than GSM- Recall that each generation of quarks and leptons
is placed in the multiplet pattern given below:

qL ~ (3,2)(l/3), dR ~ (3, l)(-2/3), UH ~ (3,

4 ~ ( 1 , 2 ) ( - 1 ) , e R ~ ( l , l ) ( - 2 ) , ^ - ( 1 , 1 ) ( O ) . (1)

The right-handed neutrino VR is optional, and I exercise this option here.
Weak-isospin partners have different masses in the SM because the associated right-

handed states are not related by any symmetry. However, the right-handed fermions
can be assembled into doublets of a right-handed weak-isospin gauge group SU(2)n.
This extended symmetry is powerful enough to force isospin partners to be degenerate

[I].
Quark and lepton masses are unrelated in the SM because quarks and leptons are

not transformed into each other by any symmetry. However, quarks and leptons can be
placed in quadruplets of the Pati-Salam SU(4) gauge group [2]. Alternatively, quarks
and leptons can be related by a discrete symmetry if a spontaneously broken SU(3)^
colour group for leptons is introduced [3]. Both of these extended symmetries are
powerful enough to force quarks and leptons to be degenerate.

Corresponding fermions in different generations have unrelated masses in the SM
because there are no symmetries that act horizontally. This also means the Kobayashi-
Maskawa mixing angles are a priori arbitrary. Again, it is possible to place generations
into horizontal multiplets in such a way that masses and mixing angles become related.

In this paper I am going to explore how Pati-Salam SU(4) and right-handed isopsin
SU(2)ft might be lurking behind the measured spectrum of fermion masses. Further-
more, I will explore the interesting possibility that these gauge symmetries are spon-
taneously broken at a relatively low scale. One indication in favour of a low scale
SU(4) symmetry may be the observation that the b quark and r lepton masses merge
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at around 1000 TeV if one assumes that only the SM particles contribute to their
renormalisation group evolution. This fact is of great physical relevance provided that
radiative corrections to the relation mj = mT due to threshold effects at either the high
mass unification scale or the low electroweak scale are not too large. In this paper I
will calculate these threshold effects explicitly. I will find that high mass scale thresh-
old effects from diagrams involving the physical charged Higgs boson can be about
as important as renormalisation group evolution, so that mt, = mT at 1000 TeV need
not be the correct boundary condition to use when solving the renormalisation group
equations for mj and mT. (The precise value of this threshold correction will of course
depend on parameter choices.)

It is also interesting to note that the phenomenological lower bound on Pati-Salam
SU(4) breaking is about 1000 TeV as well. This means that if unification of mj with
mT occurs at about 1000 TeV, then the resulting model should be testable in the
forseeable future via indirect effects (principally A'£ —» //±e : f). Calculation of the
threshold corrections will then tell us how close to 1000 TeV the mass unification can
occur. For instance, if these corrections turn out to imply that m& < mT then we
know that we will have to run the masses for longer in order to obtain agreement with
experiment. This will in turn imply that the mass unification scale is higher than 1000
TeV.

The approach pursued here should be contrasted with the use of grand unified
gauge groups in relating fermionic parameters. The desire in that case to also unify
gauge coupling constants forces an enormously high symmetry breaking scale of 1016

GeV upon us, thereby reducing the testability of the models considerably. I wish to
emphasise that it is not necessary to unify both gauge and Yukawa coupling constants
simultaneously. It is easy to unify the latter without unifying the former, as I will
show. This has the interesting consequence of freeing us from the need to do physics
at 1016 GeV. I will provide a framework for addressing the fermion mass problem with
physics at 1000 TeV. One should bear in mind that the unification of Yukawa coupling
constants is in no way a lesser goal than the unification of gauge coupling constants,
and indeed may even be more important since there are more of them. Gauge coupling
constant unification must occur at 1016 GeV if it occurs at all. It would be pleasing to
discover that Yukawa coupling constant unification occurs at a much lower scale.

The fermion mass problem is an issue of some complexity. My goal here is to
attack the subproblems of isospin and quark-lepton splitting only. This means I will
concentrate on trying to explain why the top quark, bottom quark, tau lepton and
tau neutrino have their observed mass pattern. It has long been realised that this
is a sensible place to start because the lighter generations are more liable to receive
complicated higher-order corrections thus making their analysis much more difficult.



Nevertheless i wiii comment in due course on how a horizontal structure might be
superimposed on the scheme.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section I concen-
trate on deriving the 6-r mass splitting from spontaneously broken SU(4). I discuss
how the Pati-Salam model should be configured in order to have its breaking scale set
as low as about 1000 TeV. This motivates the use of a different and simpler Higgs sector
from that usually employed, and a different see-saw mechanism for neutrinos. I then
analyse both the renormalisation group evolution of mjiT as well as important radiative
corrections due to the high mass threshold. The core of the paper is an explicit and
detailed calculation of these threshold corrections. They can be large because some of
them are proportional to mt rather than m&. Section 3 is then devoted to the use of
SU(2)H in conjunction with SU(4) to achieve unification of t, b, r and vT masses at
1000 TeV. The hierarchy between mt and m^r is then constructed to be due to a type
of see-saw mechanism. I also find in this case that the tree-level relationship between
b and r is rn;, ~ \/2mT rather than the more familiar relation rn\, = mT. I argue that
this model can probably deliver a realistic value for mb/mT through a combination of
renormalisation group evolution and large threshold corrections, although an explicit
calculation of the relevant diagrams is beyond the scope of this article. I conclude in
Sec.4. An Appendix provides details of the computation of the finite radiative correc-
tions to mi,/mT in the model of Sec.2.

2. Low scale Pati-Salam SU(4) and the b — r
mass splitting

2.1 Basics
The Pati-Salam gauge group Gps given by

= SU(4)C ® SU(2)L ® SU(2)fi (2)

assembles the rather unruly multiplet structure of the SM as given in Eq. (1) into the
simple pattern,

/ L ~ (4,2,1), / H ~ (4,1,2). (3)

Quarks and leptons are identified by breaking SU(4) down to its maximal subgroup
SU(3)®U(1), where the first factor is identified with colour and the second with B — F.
Under this breakdown the 4 of SU(4) decomposes to 3(1/3) © 1(—1) which clea: /
identifies the quark and lepton components of the / ' s .

The mass relations which result from Gps depend crucially on how simple one makes
the electroweak Higgs sector. The minimal electroweak Higgs multiplet is actually a



real bidoublet $ = $ c ~ (1,2,2) where $ c = T2$'T2. Use of this minimal multiplet
forces mass equality between isospin partners. I defer discussion of this possibility until
the next section. The next simplest multiplet is a complex bidoublet $ ^ $c . This is
the one most commonly used in the literature when discussing either the Pati-Salam
model or the left-right symmetric model, because the issue of isospin mass splitting is
usually avoided. However, it is important to realise that this is a non-minimal choice,
akin to choosing two Higgs doublets in the SM. Nevertheless I make this choice in this
section because it is sensible to concentrate on b-r splitting first.

The electroweak Yukawa Lagrangian is then

+ A2Tr(7L*7fl) + H.c. (4)

The gauge transformation rules for the fields are written as

h-*ULfLU?, JR-^URJRUJ and $ -» ULWR, (5)

where UL,R,A are special unitary matrices for SU(2)L, SU(2)H and SU(4) respectively.
(The fields JL1R are 2 x 4 matrices, while $ is a 2 x 2 matrix.) Electroweak symmetry
breakdown is caused by a nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) for $ of the form

Inputting this into £yuk rewritten in terms of the quark and lepton components reveals
that

mb = mT and mt = m° i rac, (7)

where I have taken the / ' s to be third generation fields. I have denoted the neutrino
field as 1/3 instead of vT for a reason to be explained shortly. The goal is now to see how
these mass relations can be corrected into phenomenologically acceptable ones. As I
have already discussed, renormalisation group evolution of m& and mT should be used
in conjunction with the radiative corrections to mj, — mT due to mass thresholds. In
order to calculate these threshold corrections, I must describe the whole model.

The first issue is how to break Gps down to GSM- I want this breakdown to occur
at as low a scale as experiment allows. A recent analysis shows that the SU(4) gauge
bosons which mediate transitions between quarks and leptons must be heavier than
1400 TeV [4]. I will therefore adopt 1000 TeV as the generic scale for Gps breaking.
(The difference between 1400 TeV and 1000 TeV will not be important, and I adopt
the latter for simplicity.) This immediately implies that I definitely do not want to
impose a discrete symmetry between the SU(2)£, and SU(2)^ sectors. Such a discrete



symmetry, be it parity or charge conjugation, is supported by the irmltiplct structure
of Eq. (3) and is often imposed in addition to the gauge symmetry Gps- This has
the effect of equating the gauge coupling constants of the two isospin groups, resulting
in a partial gauge unification. (The number of gauge coupling constants is reduced
from three to two rather than all the way to one as in grand unified theories.) A
renormalisation group analysis of the running of the gauge coupling constants then
reveals that the Pati-Salam breaking scale must be chosen to be about 1012 GeV in
order to be consistent with low-energy measurements of aem, <*s and sin2 8\y [5]. If the
discrete symmetry is not imposed, then the breaking scale can be reduced to 1000 TeV.

The absence of discrete left-right symmetry also frees us from having to pair every
multiplet up with its putative discrete symmetry partner, although we can still do
so if we wish. The lack of left-right symmetry can either be taken as fundamental, or
perhaps indicative of a separate and higher symmetry breaking scale where the discrete
symmetry is broken but not Gps- (This can be achieved by a parity-odd gauge singlet
Higgs field, for instance [6].)

It is attractive to connect the breakdown of Gps with a see-saw mechanism for
explaining why neutrinos are so light. This will immediately solve the problem of
explaining how the observed light neutrinos can be consistent with mu = mP'rac. To
this end, a Higgs multiplet A in the (10,1,3) representation of Gps is often employed.
It can break SU(4)®SU(2).R down to SU(3)c®U(l)y while simultaneously imparting
large Majorana masses to right-handed neutrinos through the Yukawa term / K ( / R ) C A .

This sets up the see-saw form for the neutrino mass matrix, and the light neutrino
eigenstates become Majorana particles of mass ~ m\l{A) [7].

However, this Higgs multiplet is not appropriate for my stated purpose. Hot Big
Bang cosmology indicates that the sum of the masses of stable neutrinos should not
exceed about 30 eV in order to avoid conflict with the observed longevity of the universe.
Equating nil/(A) w ^h 30 eV and using mu = mt ~ 175 GeV shows that (A) must be
at least 1012 GeV. This is inimical to having a 1000 TeV Pati-Salam breaking scale.

Fortunately, there is a very elegant way out of this apparent impasse. The field A
is not used but instead I introduce into the model a massless gauge singlet fermion NL
and the Higgs multiplet x where

X ~ (4,1,2). (8)

Note that x 1S m a much simpler representation than is A. In fact, x is the sim-
plest multiplet that can simultaneously break SU(4) and SU(2).R. The non-electroweak
Yukawa Lagrangian

£Yuk = nNLTr(x]fn) + H.c. (9)



delivers the neutrino mass matrix

(NL + H.c. (10)

where v is denned through

0 0 0 v
0 0 0 0

This mass matrix may be diagonalised to yield

£vmass = Tn8SRSL + H.C.

where

ms = m2

(H)

(12)

(13)

VR (14)

(15)

(16)

is identified as the massless tau neutrino. In the limit that M ^> mt, VTL ~ VL —
intNi/M, which means that VTL has SM couplings to left-sector electroweak gauge
bosons to a very good approximation.

The massless nature of VTL may be traced back to the choice of no diagonal Majorana

with M = nv. The neutral fermion s given by

si = sin #z/j, + cos 6NL

where
tan 0 = mtjM.

is a Dirac particle of mass ms. The field orthogonal to

= cos Ou1, — sin

This choice introduces the global symmetry riVjrmass
X —»• e~tax into the model. After x develops a VEV, this global symmetry gets rotated
into an exact global lepton number invariance which protects I/TL from obtaining a
Majorana mass. (It cannot gain a Dirac mass because there is no right-handed state
with which it can pair up.) An acceptable nonzero Majorana mass for VTL may be
introduced by making MN nonzero but small. In this case the smallest eigenvalue is
approximately (m2/UV)[MNI'nv). The standard see-saw evalue m2/nv thus receives
an extra suppression from MN /nv, allowing the cosmological impasse to be overcome
even with a massive UTL- Although a small value for MAT would be techincally natural
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because setting it to zero increases the symmetry group of the theory, 1 would expect
that a satisfactory version of the theory with massive neutrinos would attempt to pro-
vide a good reason for M^ being small. It could, for instance, be radiatively generated.
I will for simplicity suppose that Myv = 0 in this paper. Small values for M^ will not
alter the results.

There is an auxiliary reason why x might be preferred to A. With three generations
of fermions and A, the SU(2)H gauge coupling constant is not asymptotically free.
However, it is asymptotically free with three generations plus a \ field. This fact
should not be accorded undue importance, because the scale at which the SU(2)^
coupling constant would blow-up is well above the Planck mass. Nevertheless, it is
pleasing that all of the gauge interactions are asymptotically free and thus well-defined
at all scales when x is u s ed instead of A. All in all, x is a verY simple and elegant
alternative to A.

I now need to further discuss the physical effects of (x). The VEV pattern for x
given by Eq. (11) breaks SU(4)®SU(2)H down to SU(3)c®U(l)i', where

Y = 2IR+(B-L). (17)

The symbol IR denotes the diagonal generator of SU(2)H normalised so that Tr(Z^) =
1/2 for the fundamental representation.

The right-sector W bosons, a Z' boson and a colour triplet, charge +2/3 gauge
boson I will call X gain mass from (x). Denoting the SU(2)K coupling constant by gR
these masses are,

^ 2 \ -{g2
R + -g2

s)v
2 and mx = -

where the SU(4) coupling constant is of course equal to gs.
The WR bosons couple to quarks and leptons via

mwR = 2 ^ 2 > m\> = -{g2
R + -g2

s)v
2 and mx = - ^ V , (IS)

CR = ̂ {SR^W^TR + ivfW&R) + H.c. (19)

while the interaction of X with fermions is given by

Cx = -^= (sin 9ILYX11SL + cos 9ILYX11VXL + IRYX11SR + Tq11X11T) + H.c. (20)
v2

The Z' field is a linear combination of the gauge bosons associated with IR and B-L.
The orthogonal field B couples to weak hypercharge Y. The interaction Lagrangian is



+ £j±]y, (21)

where ij> = t, 6, r, z/ and PR = (1 +75)/2. The coupling constant for B is identified with
<7i tan #vv, where gi, is the usual SU(2)i coupling constant. This allows us to calculate
gn in terms of the measured values of gi, cosfljy and gs.

When $ develops a nonzero VEV, B and the neutral gauge boson of SU(2)x, form
into the massless photon and the massive Z boson. The latter also mixes with Z'. The
left-sector W boson acquires its standard mass m ^ = gL,{u\ -\-u\)/2, and it also mixes
with the right-sector WR.

I will also need to display the Yukawa couplings of both the physical and unphysical
Higgs bosons. Writing

the electroweak Yukawa Lagrangian is rewritten as

j>^ + TLTR(jP2)

- VLTR<t>+ - rLuR<j>- + T1TRC^") + H.c. (23)

Then writing
/A X i /Oyi "\

X = I d - I [2V

I find that the non-electroweak Yukawa Lagrangian is

£Yuk = n(7fLtRxu] + iVL&KXdt + TfLTRX+ + ~NLSRX°') + H.c., (25)

where x" a n d Xd a r e 1 x 3 row matrices denoting the three colour components of these
fields.

I now describe the gastronomy of the model. The field xu is eaten by the X boson,
while xd is a physical colour triplet Higgs boson. In the limit that v >• Ui, w2) the field
X~ is eaten by WR, while

g~ = cosu;^ — sin uxf)^ (26)

where tan a; = «2/^1 is eaten by W£. The orthogonal field

H~ = sinw^7 + cosw^ (27)



is a physical charged Higgs boson. For the case where spontaneous CP-violation does
not occur, the real components of <j>°, 4>° and x° mix to yield three physical fields. Two
of the imaginary components are eaten by the Z' and Z. In the limit v >• ui,U2, the
imaginary component of x° is eaten by the Z', while \/2[cosa;Im(^) + sin WIm(^)] is
eaten by the Z, leaving the orthogonal field as a physical CP-odd neutral Higgs boson.
I will need the interaction Lagrangian between g~, H~ and the fermions. It is

+ bgbLtRg~ + ag cos 8¥TLTRg+ + ag sin 8sLTRg+ + bgTLsRg~
+ + bHbLtRH~ + an cos 9VTLTRH+ + aH sin 6SLTRH+

+ bHTLSRH- + H.c. (28)

where

as can be easily seen from Eq. (23). The quantity m is the common tree-level mass for
6 and r.

The primary task now is to discuss how radiative effects modify the tree-level re-
lation mf, = mT. Before doing so, I will make a brief comment about a cosmological
implication of the model. Because the unbroken symmetry group contains no U(I) fac-
tors while the broken group does, monopoles will be created during the Gps symmetry
breaking phase transition in the early universe. However, a simple calculation shows
that monopoles produced at a temperature of 1000 TeV are cosmologically innocuous
[8]. The number density of monopoles UM in the visible universe today depends on
how many causally disconnected regions at T = 1000 TeV made up the spacetime that
subsequently evolved into the present day visible universe. A rough order of magni-
tude estimate shows that UM/S ~ (1000 TeV/MpianCk)3 where s is entropy density at
the time of monopole creation. If there is negligible monopole annihilation then this
ratio should remain roughly constant. Using this to calculate the fraction of critical
density existing as monopoles I find PM/PCT ~ 1014(nA//s)(m^/103TeV) where JTIM

is the monopole mass and is roughly 1000 TeV. Because 1000 TeV is much smaller
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than Mpianck ~ 1016 TeV, I find that PM/PCT ~ 1O~^. 1 conclude that looking for
relic monopoles would be a very bad way to test for a low-scale Pati-Salam symmetry
breaking phase transition.

2.2 Renormalisation and mb/mT.
The tree-level relation mbjmT = 1 holds at the Pati-Salam symmetry breaking

scale, which I will take to be about 1000 TeV. If radiative corrections due to threshold
effects at either the high symmetry breaking scale or the low electroweak scale are
ignored, then the change in this ratio can be summarised by renormalisation group
evolution. This means that the renormalisation group equations are integrated from
1000 TeV to the b and r mass scale of a few GeV [9] using the boundary condition
mb = mT at 1000 TeV. The result of this evolution is that

mb{mb) = 4.11 GeV (30)

having chosen rnT to come out correctly. (A top mass of 174 GeV was used to derive
this.) This would be a very pleasing result if it could be believed. It would mean that
Pati-Salam theory predicts the correct b mass provided the symmetry breaking scale is
not too different from 1000 TeV. Scales lower than 1000 TeV are phenomenologically
disallowed, and they seemingly predict too small a value for m& anyway. Scales much
higher than 1000 TeV generate an overweight bottom. Therefore the theory would
predict that observation of the rare decays Kf —» ̂ e* should occur in the not too
distant future, as it is precisely these decays that set the lower limit of about 1000
TeV on mx [4]. Furthermore, these decays seem to be the most sensitive probe of the
Pati-Salam model, so no other rare decays should be observed during this same time
scale. The model could therefore either be ruled out, or dramatic evidence gathered in
its favour.

However, radiative corrections due to threshold effects can be extremely important
for a reason I now discuss. (This class of radiative correction is not taken care of through
renormalisation group evolution.) The point is that some of the threshold corrections
to mT — mj can be proportional to a large mass in the theory, rather than mb or mT

itself. In the present theory, the top quark and the heavy neutrino mass eigenstates are
all very massive particles. It will turn out that charged Higgs boson graphs produce
a high mass scale threshold correction in this theory that is proportional to the top
quark mass. Note that a top quark mass of, say, 180 GeV will completely counteract
the 1/167T2 loop suppression factor.

I now identify those 1-loop self-energy graphs that contribute to mb — rnT. These
are displayed in Figs.1-7. Figure 1 shows the contributions from the neutral gauge
bosons in the model (the photon, the gluons, the Z, and the Z') together with that
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due to the coloured gauge particle A'. Figures 2 and 3 display the contributions due
to the electroweak charged Higgs bosons H~ and g~ (I will work in an unphysical
gauge). Figures 4 and 5 contain the graphs involving the charged W bosons in both
the left- and right-handed sectors, while Fig.6 features graphs containing components
of x- Lastly, Fig.7 assembles all the graphs that arise through mixing between the light
and heavy sectors of the theory.

It is sensible to group the graphs in the above manner because of the way the
divergences cancel to give a finite mT — m;,. All of the individual graphs in Figs. 1-6 are
logarithmically divergent3, but these divergences cancel within each class of diagrams
depicted in the separate figures. The graphs in Fig,7 are all separately finite.

The quantity nif, — mT will now be calculated using these graphs. The charged
Higgs boson graphs of Fig.2 will be of most interest. However, I will first discuss the
evaluation of the set of graphs in Fig.l in detail, since this will illuminate how threshold
corrections and large logarithmic corrections associated with the renormalisation group
coexist. This calculation will also demonstrate the relative unimportance of threshold
corrections that are not proportional to a large mass. Following this, I evaluate the
important threshold corrections arising from Fig.2. The Appendix provides full details
of these evaluations, together with a summary of the contributions from Figs.3-7.

The result for Fig.l is given by Eq. (71) of the Appendix which I reproduce here
for convenience:

. as ( 2m.7, + 5m.;,', m2
7, . , vn\ 3 27717/+57TIyX .„ .

m T - m 6 G ~ - m - i - 3 2_E M n - f + 12 In - f + 2—\ M . (31)
167T \ m | / m2 171%, 2 m | /

This expression contains both a large logarithm ln(m|;/m2), which depends on the hi-
erarchy between the Pati-Salam and electroweak breaking scales, and additional pieces
which depend only on mass ratios involving the high mass sector. The large logarithm
is associated with those radiative corrections which can be accounted for using the
renormalisation group. The additional terms are the sought after threshold correc-
tions.

Let me discuss this distinction a little further: The set of graphs in Fig.l produce
a finite correction to mr — m-0\ the logarithmic divergences of the individual graphs
exactly cancel between the graphs. Since the cancellation occurs between graphs con-
taining light gauge bosons and those containing heavy gauge bosons, there emerges by
necessity a large logarithm. If only the light gauge bosons of the SM were included,
then mT — mt would diverge. However, because the heavy sector of the theory "knows"
about the physics which is trying to maintain mT = mj, the heavy gauge boson graphs

3Actually they are superficially linearly divergent, but the linear part is zero.
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effectively act as an ulraviolet regulator for the logarithmic divergence produced by the
light gauge boson graphs. The logarithmic divergence is turned into a large logarithm.
The presence of this large dimensionless quantity calls into question the usefulness of 1-
loop perturbation theory, because the effective expansion parameter is not the square of
a coupling constant but rather the square of a coupling constant multiplied by the large
logarithm. This means that higher order graphs may well provide numerically impor-
tant corrections to the 1-loop expression. The task of calculating these corrections can,
fortunately, be elegantly performed by solving the renormalisation group equations, a
process that is tantamount to summing these large logarithms to all orders.

I therefore simply omit the large logarithmic term obtained from Fig.l, knowing
that its effects will be incorporated by solving the renormalisation group equations. The
remaining terms, however, cannot be accounted for in this manner. These threshold
corrections, so-called because they depend on heavy mass ratios only, can be viewed as
setting up the boundary condition on mT — rrn, at the Pati-Salam brear'"\g scale that
one must use to solve the renormalisation group equations.

Note that there is an ambiguity in how to separate the large logarithmic term from
the threshold corrections. Should the large mass in the logarithm be mz< as shown
above, or mx instead? In other words, should the running start from the mass mz' or
the mass m^? This ambiguity will not be numerically important in this paper, because
the large threshold corrections I will obtain from Fig.2 will not need to be separated
from a large logarithmic term.

Let us now obtain a numerical estimate for the size of the threshold corrections.
They depend through the heavy mass ratios on the coupling constants of SU(3)C and
SU(2)n (the VEV of x cancels out). Renormalisation evolution for as shows that

as{mz)

Inputting as(mz) =0.118 produces

QS(1000 TeV) = 0.053. (33)

The right-handed SU(2) coupling constant is given by

J-^i--^, (34)

and renormalisation group evolution implies that

^ay(mz)ocs(mz) .„ .
= 3aa{mz)-2ay(mz)-^-'- ^ <~-M-'A/- N- W
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Using oy(rn r) = P.0101 yields

afl(1000 TeV) = 0.013. (36)

Inputting these values into the last two terms of Eqn. (31) shows that the threshold
corrections produce mT — m/, ~ 10's of MeV. Since renormalisation group evolution
alters this quantity by a few GeV, these threshold terms can be safely neglected.

However, the graphs of Fig.2 produce much larger threshold corrections due to the
presence of the top quark in the loop and the top-quarV -nass in the vertices involving
the physical charged Higgs boson. Note first of all that it is natural to take the mass m#
of H~ to be of the order of the I .ii-Salam breaking scale. The point is that the linear
combination that contains H~ of the two SU(2)^ doublets embedded in $ has zero
VEV. This linear combination therefore plays no role in setting the scale of electroweak
symmetry breakdown, and the masses of the component fields may take on "natural"
values of the order of the high symmetry breaking scale. This is phenomenologically
useful because it means that the effective neutral flavour-changing effects that H~
produces at 1-loop order and above are very suppressed [10]. Furthermore, it is clear
that no large logarithm will arise for these graphs because they do not separate into a
SM subset and a Pati-Salam subset that cancel each others logarithmic divergences.

The physical charged Higgs boson graphs in Fig.2 yield

. 1 m2. — m? mt(mt — m sin 2u>)(mt sin 2u> — m) , / m2. \ . ,
mT-mb\H~--—-j k t 2, 2\ 2o l n - T 3 7

167r2m# —m2 (iif + u-i) cos2 2u \mH J
in the limit that ms,mij ^> mt- I have also assumed in the approximate expression
given above that there is no accidental cancellation between m(sin2u; and m. This
threshold correction can clearly produce a mass difference between mT and rrib of the
order of a GeV, provided this accidental cancellation does not occur. The "common"
mass m of r and b at the Pati-Salam breaking scale must be about the same as the
measured mT, namely about 1.8 GeV, because mT does not evolve strongly under
the renormalisation group. The above threshold effect can therefore alter the initial
ratio mb/mT by up to 50%. This correction is thus as numerically significant as those
incorporated through the renormalisation group. The sign of the correction depends
on the unknown parameter w, and therefore cannot be predicted. It can either raise or
lower the mass ratio by up to 50%. Interestingly, the sign does not depend on which of
ms and m# is larger (although the magnitude of the correction is strongly dependent
on these masses).

2.3 Discussion
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The calculation demonstrates thai generally speaking one must take care in the use
of renormalisation group evolution to predict low-energy masses. It is quite possible
for low-energy masses to be very sensitive to unknown details surrounding the high
symmetry breaking sector, through threshold corrections that are enhanced by a large
mass. In the particular model I analysed, the large threshold corrections were produced
by graphs involving the physical charged Higgs boson only. It is possible that most
models lacking such a particle will also lack large threshold corrections. For instance,
one may choose to gauge only the U(I) subgroup of SU(2)H rather than whole right-
handed weak-isospin group. One could then try to construct a model with a single
electroweak Higgs doublet rather than the two doublets that are effectively contained
within $. A physical charged Higgs boson would then be absent, and perhaps also
large threshold effects.

It is interesting that the sign of the large threshold correction depends crucially
on w which in turn depends on the relative sign between the two electroweak VEVs
Ui and U2. If the correction produces mj > mT at 1000 TeV, then renormalisation
group evolution will produce on overly massive bottom quark. This would necessitate
that the accidental cancellation between mtsin2w and m occur to some extent. If
the correction produces nib < TWT, then the masses will need to be evolved for a longer
period in order to produce a phenomenologically acceptable outcome. This would mean
that the Pati-Salam breaking scale should be higher than the nominal value of 1000
TeV that I have been considering.

It would be interesting to extend this analysis to a three generation model. Are
radiative corrections in the three generation of the model able to accomodate s-fi and
d-e mass splitting? This may be possible, given enough freedom to combine renormal-
isation group evolution and potentially large threshold corrections. It is, however, not
obvious that this will work because one would generically expect Higgs boson effects
to be less important for lower generations.

However, it is perhaps more worthwhile to think of some horizontal structure that
may increase the predictivity of the model. A question in this context is whether or not
it would be interesting to invoke a Georgi-Jarlskog texture via a (15,2,2) Higgs boson
[13], or whether such a tree-level texture would be wiped out by radiative corrections.
The important issue of predictivity also raises the question of how to reduce the freedom
one has in moulding the size of threshold corrections by unknown details of the heavy
sector of the theory. It would clearly be interesting to construct the heavy sector in the
simplest possible manner in order to reduce the number of experimentally unknowable
parameters.
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3. Towards t-b-r unification
As mentioned in the previous section, if the electroweak bidoublet $ is chosen to

be real then mass equality between isospin partners occurs at tree-level. With <?• = $ c

we have that

and the Yukawa Lagrangian

£vuk = ATr(7L$/fl) + H.c. (39)

produces
mt = mb = mT = m° i r a c = Au, (40)

having used

< * > = ( » - ) • ( 4 1 )

The full power of Gps to relate masses is thus evident. A useful way to view the
above phenomenon is that custodial SU(2) has been gauged and upgraded to an exact
symmetry of the Lagrangian by its identification with SU(2)#.

I have demonstrated that radiative corrections can alter mass ratios dramatically.
However, the measured ratio mt/mr is about 100 and thus threshold corrections cannot
plausibly be used to fix up mt = mT, unless the large mass used to enhance the
correction is very much larger than mt [H]. One may speculate that the neutrino
sector of a theory may produce such an effect, although this did not happen in the
Pati-Salam model considered in the previous Section.

The obvious alternative is to use some form of see-saw mechanism to depress mT

and mi, relative to mt, just as one may do in the neutrino sector. In other words,
mixing effects rather than radiative corrections can be relied upon to explain why
mVr <C mTfi <C mt, while radiative corrections only are used to accomodate the ratio
mi,/mT.

It is therefore rather interesting to observe that the 10 of SU(4) has the branching
rule

10-6(|)©3(-|)©l(-2) (42)

to S U ( 3 ) ® U ( 1 ) B - L - The colour triplet component has electric charge —1/3, while the
colour singlet ha;: electric charge —1. Within this one irredicible representation lie
the correct states that can mix with b and r in a see-saw manner. Furthermore, the
electric charge +2/3 state is absent. One can therefore arrange for m& and mT to be
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lowered with respect to mt. In addition, a fermion in the ^iO, I7I) representation of
Gps can mix with JR via Yukawa coupling with x- All the ingrediants are there within
the group theory of SU(4) to do exactly what I want to do. I find this to be a rather
striking fact.

So, I write down a new Pati-Salam model that contains the fermions

/ L ~ (4,2,1), / H ~ (4,1,2), F L ~ ( 1 0 , l , l ) , F H - ( I O 5 I 5 I ) , JVL~ (1,1,1) (43)

and the Higgs bosons

$ = $ c ~ (1,2,2) and x ~ (4,1,2). (44)

The full Yukawa Lagrangian is

/*) + hTv(FLX
Tir2fR) + T I ^ T T ^ / H ) + MFTr(FLFR) + H.c. (45)

where FL1R have been written as symmetric 4 x 4 matrices which undergo the SU (4)
transformation F^,R —> UAF^RUJ . In component form,

where S is a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix representing the colour sextet, B is a 3 x 1
column matrix representing the colour triplet and E is the colour singlet. The y/2 in
this equation is required in order to normalise the kinetic energy terms for B and E
consistently.

The top and Dirac neutrino masses are simply

However, bottom and tau now have 2 x 2 mass matrices given by

and

where TUB = hvjy/2. The \/2 in the r mass matrix comes from the y/2 in Eq. (46).
Since v ^> u, we expect that TUB ̂  rnt, unless the Yukawa coupling constant h is

very small. One large eigenvalue and one small eigenvalue is thus expected from each
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m?.?s matrix, provided the bare mass MF is not too large. In fact, if Mf -C ??IB (but not
necessarily small compared to mt) the smallest eigenvalues are roughly \Z2mtMp/mB
for the 6 system, and mtMp/ms for the r-system. This shows that mixing between /
and F can indeed suppress mj, and mT with respect to mt. So, the small eigenvalues
are identified with m^ and mT, while I will call the large eigenvalues my and mT/.

The two mass matrices produce four eigenvalues in terms of three parameters. This
means there is one relation connecting them. The relation can be written most usefully
in the form

mT 1 + 2 | _
(50)

where I have chosen mt rather than mT/ as one of the mass parameters on the right-hand
side. (Note that mT/ = mymi,/mT.) Since mT <C mt, my is required,

mb

mT

9 —
m}
m2

h,
(51)

must hold so that mj, —• y/2mT as my
For the interesting case where mt <

and f are

oo.

7 t IO

~ 0£ DLi

mB

mg, the light mass eigenstate fields b

^ R (52)

and

TL OiTL-

bR ~BR-

TR-ER-
MF

-TR. (53)= JB

y/2mB

Thus the left-handed mass eigenstates b and T are predominantly in /&, while their
right-handed projections are mostly in FR. This is important because it means the light
mass eigenstates will feel the standard left-handed weak interactions to a higher degree
of accuracy, as is phenomenologically required. The right-handed states will, however,
have their couplings to right-sector weak bosons suppressed by Mp/ms- This behaviour
is similar to Ma's alternative formulation of left-right symmetry [12]. Because m;, <C
MF, TUB is phenomenologiclly necessary, mj, ~ y/2mT must hold to a good level of
approximation at tree-level.

So, I have shown that mixing effects can induce the pattern mUT = 0 <C rnt,, mT -C
mt provided Mp is not too large. (The neutrino sector here is identical to that of the
Sec.II.) It remains to be seen whether or not radiative effects can provide a successful
value for m^/m.?. The explicit calculation of the necessary diagrams is beyond the
scope of this paper, although experience with the previous model suggests that there
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may be large threshold corrections due to Higgs boson graphs ihat can be arranged to
produce a phenomenological successful mass pattern for the third family, particularly
given the involvement of the heavy fermions in some relevant diagrams. It may be that
the additional factor of roughly y/2 in the tree-level value of mb/mr can be negated
by a threshold correction, with the ensuing boundary condition mT ~ nit at 1000 TeV
then producing successful low-energy values.

4. Conclusion
The idea that Pati-Salam SU(4) might be broken at a relatively low energy such as

1000 TeV is a very appealing one. I have shown in this work how the model ought to be
constructed in order to achieve this in a way consistent with Hot Big Bang cosmology
and particle phenomenology. I pointed out that a different and simpler Higgs sector to
that usually employed to break SU(4) is required. The simplest version of this model
predicts massless neutrinos, although massive neutrinos are not difficult to incorporate.

The core of the paper was then a calculation of the radiative corrections to the
tree-level mass relation mt = mT induced by mass thresholds. I found that the set
of graphs involving the charged Higgs boson produces a generically large correction,
enhanced by mt/mT. This can alter the ratio mj/m7 by up to about 50%. Whether
this correction increases or decreases the ratio depends on the relative sign between
the two VEVs that break the electroweak group. If the ratio is increased, then the
combined effect of the threshold correction and renormalisation group evolution tends
to produce an overly massive bottom quark. If the ratio is decreased, then the scale
of Pati-Salam symmetry breaking needs to be raised in order to allow the masses to
run for longer under the renormalisation group. In either case, the generically large
threshold correction can be reduced by a fine-tuning of parameters.

It was then demonstrated that the identification of SU(2)H with custodial SU(2) can
yield t-b-r unification at tree-level when combined with Pati-Salam SU(4). I showed
how the hierarchy mVr <C rn\,tT <C rnt can arise due to two different see-saw mechanisms,
and I conjectured that the b-r splitting can possibly be accomodated within the theory.

I am therefore able to reach the important conclusion, that the observed mass pat-
tern of the third generation of quarks and leptons can be reproduced by a Pati-Salam
SU(4) theory far below a hypothetical GUT scale. This scale could be just above the
current lower bound of about 1000 TeV. However, must be mindful that large threshold
corrections be incorporated (or cancelled off as the case might be), as well as renormal-
isation group effects. This motivates that an on-going search for rare processes such
as K% —> /i±e:F be maintained. The detection of such a process may provide the first
experimental clue to the physics behind the fermion mass problem and the relationship
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between quarks and lepions.

Note Added

After these calculations were substantially complete, a somewhat similar model was
considered in Ref.[14]. It was shown here that threshold corrections can induce mass
corrections of the order of several GeV, which lends further support to the idea that
a combination of renorir alisation group evolution and large threshold corrections may
be interesting for the fermion mass problem in theories with new physics far below 1016

GeV. Although this paper explicitly considers a GUT-scale theory, the effects found
can also occur in lower scale physics^ as was noted in the manuscript.
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Appendix

In this Appendix I will calculate the graphs displayed in Figs. 1-7, working in Feyn-
man gauge for all of the gauge interactions. A highly non-trivial consistency check on
the calculation will be that all of the divergences should cancel in mT — mi,.

A pragmatic approach to the regularisation of the various integrals will be adopted,
employing either dimensional regularisation or Pauli-Villars regularisation depending
on what happens to be convenient. Since I am calculating a finite quantity, no incon-
sistency is introduced by employing two different regularisation procedures.

A.I Graphs in Figure 1
In this first subsection I will calculate the contribution of the diagrams in Fig.l

To simplify the task, the mass of the Z-boson will be set to zero, thus ;"«i)'ing it
degenerate with the photon. Everything can then be rewritten in terms of B and W°,
the latter being the neutral gauge boson of SU(2)i. But then the VF° boson graph
need not be considered, since it couples universally to b and T. Since I am interested
in threshold corrections due to heavy sector masses, my neglect of mz will be of no
numerical significance.

It is useful to first consider a general gauge interaction of the form

£(*,y) = 7i7M(* + y75)/2AM (54)

where / i ) 2 both have mass m, A has mass M and where Z1 and /2 may be the same
field. The 1-loop self-energy generated by £(x, y) is

f dAk 7M(s + y75
~ J (2TT)4 [(fc +

where the symbol k means ^k11.
These terms contain both wave-function renormalisation constants as well as mass

shifts, and I seek only the latter. A general fermion self-energy E may be written in
the form

S = A{p - m) + B(p - m)7 s + C-y5(p - m) + 6m, (56)

where A, B and C contribute to wave-function renormalisation while 6m is the mass
shift. The 75 dependence shown above is required because of the complication that the
gauge interactions I consider are chiral. It is important to realise that the coefficient
of 75 in the self-energy contributes only to wave-function renormalisation. One might
fear that this cannot be the case because in general S should have a term of the form
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(5/X75? which iooks iike a peculiar 75-dependent contribution to the mass. However, the
identity

= _ (P -m)l5 +jr^y-m)
2m

shows that such a term can always be subsumed into the B and C terms in Eq. (56).
Since these terms cannot shift the pole away from p = m, they do not contribute to
mass renormalisation. In practice then, the mass shift is isolated by setting p = m,
p2 = m2 and dropping the contribution proportional to 75.

To proceed I first regularise the divergent integrals by continuing to n-dimensions.
Although mT — m& will be a finite quantity, it is the sum of integrals that are separately
divergent. In order to be certain that no errors are introduced by a naive cancellation
of infinite quantities, I feel it prudent to regularise the integrals first.4 This may seem
like pedantry because the answer turns out to be identical to that obtained by just
such a naive cancellation. However, I view the cancellation of regularised divergences
as a justification for veracity of the naive method.

To avoid n-dimensional 7-matrix algebra involving 75, the positions of all the 7-
matrices in the numerator are frozen. Since the integral is now finite, all ordinary
manipulations except for Dirac algebra can be performed. Equations 20 and 21 are
now used in conjunction with the familiar gluon interaction with quarks to obtain the
x and y parameters for each diagram. The contributions are then summed with the
appropriate colour factors for the X boson and gluon graphs inserted.

The self-energies for r and b are

f= ~ J(2*)» (k + pf - m2

where f — r,b and

+ PR)(P+ fc + m)7M(l + PR)

1 1 7»(3y; - 2glPR)(p + k + Tn)1^g] - 2g\PR)

1 6 ^ + §tf * » |

4By "naive" I mean the combining of the integrands of Feynman integrals using a common denom-
inator after having simplified the numerators using 4-dimensional Dirac algebra.
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The three terms in this equation come from the B graph, the Z' graph and the A'
graph, respectively. The corresponding expression for b is

N(h\ - l

[) " 24
, 1 1 Y(gs + 29RPR)(P + k + m)ltl{g] + 2gRPR)

16 92R + l92
s V-m\.

;,2 „,2
K — mx

where the fourth term is due to the gluon graph. Expanding the numerators above,
without commuting any of the Dirac matrices through each other, and subtracting the
b term from the r term I find that

where

N

k2 — m2
z,

A;2
(62)

The cancellation of the divergences is evident in this expression. The individually
divergent pieces may be isolated by temporarily setting mz< — mx = 0- The terms
containing PR cancel between the B and Z' graphs, while all four graphs are required
to see the cancellation in the PR-independent terms. Since — i(ST — Ej) is finite, the
integral can now be continued back to 4-dimensions and Dirac algebra used.

This result illustrates the general phenomenon that the heavy particles act effec-
tively as ultraviolet cutoffs for the self-energy graphs involving SM particles only. If
only the B boson and gluon graphs are included, then — i(ST — Sj) is divergent. This
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is as expected because the low-energy effective theory is the SM which requires a coun-
terterm to absorb such a divergence. When all four graphs are included, the full SU(4)
symmetry of the underlying Lagrangian is felt by — i(ET — £;,) and it is revealed as a
finite quantity.

Equation 61 may be rewritten more compactly as

dAk p-\-k~2m
(2TT)4 D

dAk p + k — 2m
+ 2ml) J (2 x + (7s term), (63)

where
D = [(k + pf - m2](k2 - m2

z,)(k
2 - m2

x). (64)

The 75 term is now dropped, and the remaining integrals have to be evaluated further
to isolate the mass shift.

The required integrals are

and
d*k k d'k k

( 6 6 )

I now approximately evaluate these integrals with p2 = m2 under the condition that
~ m|/ > m2.

The results are,
m2

x

U ZL
16TT2

ln —i mz< in (4)1;
Wz' /J

/3 ^ - | / 3 ;

4
mx [ m\,

4
m2

z,

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

Note that /4 and /4 contain the large logarithms associated with the renormalisation
group.
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Substituting these expressions into Eqn. (63) and replacing p by m to extract the
mass shift part only, I find that

f + ^ ^ . 71

where I have kept only the large logarithmic terms followed by the largest threshold
corrections.

A.2 Graphs in Figure 2
By contrast with the previous subsection, I will not employ dimensional regular-

isation but rather Pauli-Villars regularisation in this subsection. This is convenient
because all of the graphs in Fig.2 have the same boson H~ in the loop, and so the
Pauli-Villars cut-off A is necessarily the same for all the graphs. In Fig.l all of the
bosons are different and therefore in principle one could employ different cut-off masses
for each of the bosons. This would cloud the issue of divergence cancellation between
the graphs, although it could still be demonstrated in the limit that all of the regu-
lating masses were simultaneously large. Furthermore, once the Pauli-Villars regulator
is introduced for the graphs in Fig.2 I am free to use 4-dimensional Dirac algebra
immediately. This is very convenient.5

Please be aware that I will calculate the graphs in Figs.2-6 with the neglect of mixing
between the heavy and light sectors. I will comment in Sec.A.7 of this Appendix on
the additional contributions due to mixing.

The three graphs in Fig.2 combine to yield

(aH sin OPR -f bnPL){p +k + ms)(dH sin0PL + bHPR)

V

(k + p)2

+ bHPL){p +k + mt){aHPL + bHPR)
x

[(k + p)2 - m?]

1 N (72)
\k2-m2

H k2-A2J'

Each of the three terms in this expression are finite because of the Pauli-Villars regu-
larisation.

5In fact, the calculations show that you cannot demonstrate the cancellation of the divergences for
Fig.2 without having to pass a 75 through a 7^. This is curiously different from the situation in Fig.l.
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Inspection of this equation reveals that the potentially divergent part has an inte-
grand proportional to div;,- whcrr

= [ajf sin2 0(p + k)PL + b2
HPR + ms sin OaHbH)

+ [a2
H COS2O(P + IC)PL]

2 (73)

Dirac algebra has been used to simplify this expression, and the three terms in square
brackets above correspond to the three integrals in Eq. (72). Using mssin0 = mt we
see that div// = 0.

Taking A —• oo now that the divergences have disappeared, and isolating the 75
part, I find that

\b2
Hk + mtaHbn

2 I l
a" J (2TT)4 [(fc - pf - m}j]V(k* - ml)(k2 - m})

+ (75 part) (74)

Integration variables have also been changed in this expression.
The integrals required above are the same as /3, /3 and I4 introduced in the Sec.A.I

but with p —• —p. They approximately evaluate to

(75)

4)1
JJ

iZirmi-mH[ mH-mj V77WJ

U * ^ Z 3 , (77)

under the condition that m2
H ~ m2 >̂ m2 >̂ p2 = m2.

The contributions to Eqn. (74) involving /3 and /4 will generically be much smaller
than that involving /3. The k in the integrand produces a p after integration which
in turn becomes an m after the mass shift part is isolated. This overall factor of m is
not cancelled off, as is evident from the integral evaluations above, so this suppresses
the / terms relative to the M2mta}jbHh term. It is possible to cancel the generically
dominant term if mt sin 2w ~ m.
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Assuming this accidental cancellation does not occur, I find that

. 1 m2 — m? mt(mt — m sin2w)(mf sin2a; — m) , / m2 \ . .
mT-mb\H~-———i 1 / 2 , ax 20 ln ~ f • 78

16TT2 m2
H-m2 {u\ + u\) cos2 2u " * /

A.3 Graphs in Figure 3
Using Pauli-Villars regularisation and working in Feynman gauge, the graphs of

Fig.3 yield

4k m\Vl - A2

(k + p)2 - m2

(k + p)a2
g cos2 OPn

(fc + p)2

(& + p)(a2 sin2 ^ P R -J- b2Pi) + agbgmt (79)

where the three terms above correspond to the three graphs. Dirac algebra simplifica-
tion and mi ~ ms sin 9 have been used here.

The potentially divergent piece has an integrand proportional to divs where

divg = [-(* + p){a]PR + b]PL) - agbgmt) + [(A + p)a) cos2 9PR}

+ [(k + p)(a2
g sin2 6PR + b2

gPL) + agbgmt]. (80)

The three terms in square brackets correspond to the three graphs. Note that the
divergences cancel.

Taking the cut-off to infinity, discarding the 75 term and changing integration vari-
ables reveals that

- M2

J (27rY[(k-p)2~

I 2 2 2 1 d4k
m2

WL]k2{k2 - m 2 ) ( P - m2)

+ (75 term). (81)

From the experience gained with the explicit evaluation of Figs.l and 2 the qualitative
behaviour of this expression can now be ascertained without explicit computation.
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In the limit M2 —* oo, the first term above gives a large logarithm while the second
doe? not. The first term thu? contributes to renormalisation group running (phi1*
residual threshold effects) while the second term contains threshold effects only. By
contrast with Figs.l and 2, however, the threshold effects will involve the mass ratios
of WL and t which are relatively light particles.

None of these threshold terms are enhanced by m t, however. The potential mf
term disappears because of the chiral structure of the graphs. To obtain such a term,
a mtb

2 piece in the integrand would be needed. There is no such term because it is
proportional to PRPL = 0. The potentially enormous msm

2 term is zero for the same
reason. I conclude therefore, that the low mass scale threshold corrections from Fig.3
are numerically small compared to the mt enhanced effects from Fig.2.

A.4 Graphs in Figure 4
The three graphs in Fig.4 imply that

d4k m ^ - A 2 [cos2 OY(k

S ? [1 [ T "}U (k+p)2

sin2

[k + p) — m2
s (k + pY — nit

where again Pauli-Villars regularisation has been used, followed by Dirac algebra sim
plification. The three terms above correspond to the three graphs in Fig,4.

It is easy to see by inspection that the potential divergence cancels, giving that

-i(l,T-Lb)\wL = —mtM
2 7 (2TT)4 \{k - p)2 - m2

W]]k2{k2 - m2
s)(k

2 - m2)'

The cut-off has been taken to infinity and integration variables changed to obtain
this expression. As M2 —> oo, this contribution remains finite. Therefore it does
not generate a large logarithm; it is purely a (light mass scale) threshold effect. The
physical reason for this is that the divergence cancellation cannot fail when the VR state
is removed from the physical spectrum by taking M2 —> oo. The left-sector W bosons
couple to VL-, SO the absence of VR does not affect the cancellation of divergences. There
is also no enhancement due to mt, because the mt term in the numerator disappears
through PLPR = 0 and because the vertices are not proportional to mt.

A.5 Graphs in Figure 5
The two graphs involving the WR boson lead to

- 9* f d*k ^ A"
- Y J JW (k2 - A 2 X* 2 - ™2

WR)
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x [
(k

|
(k -f Py - m?

(84)

where, again, Pauli-Villars regularisation and Dirac algebra simplification have been
used.

It is obvious that the potential divergence cancels between the two graphs. There-
fore it is clear that

(85)

The cut-off has been taken to infinity and a change of integration variables has been
performed.

As the Pati-Salam breaking scale is taken to infinity, both M and m\vR go to infinity.
In this limit then,

(86)
(27r )4 & _

which integrates to zero because the integrand tends to an odd function of k. Therefore
no large logarithms are generated by separating the two symmetry breaking scales and
the terms that remain nonzero for large but finite high scale masses are small.

A.6 Graphs in Figure 6

I now turn to the diagrams involving the heavy Higgs bosons X- I will again be
able to demonstrate that the divergences cancel without having to rearrange the Dirac
matrices, so I work in n-dimensions from the start. The contribution of the unphysical
Higgs boson x~ 1S

- t S T | x - = n I 2
sin2 0PL 05 + fc)P^ cos2ePL{p ^k)PR

) / T . \ O O

(k+Py
(87)

where the n-dimensional result PL-PR = 0 has been used.
The coloured boson xd o n the other hand has a contribution given by

2 [ <lnk 1= n J (27t)n k2 _
sin2 6PL{p +

(k +
cos2 0PL(p + k)PR]

(88)

where again PLPR = 0 has been used and nothing more.
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It is clear that the divergences cancel when the b contribution is subtracted from
1he T contribution. Pc-leting the 75 part I find that

k + p

tf - „»«,)[(* + P)2 - mj]
(89)

It is clear by inspection that these graphs produce high mass scale threshold corrections,
and that they are not enhanced by m(.

A.7 Graphs in Figure 7
All of the graphs in Fig.7 arise from mixing between the bosons of the heavy sector

with those of the light sector. They are all individually finite. A general argument
shows that they cannot contribute unsuppressed large logarithmic terms because they
are proportional to mixing angles between the heavy and light sectors.

Consider, for instance, a general Yukawa interaction of the form

C = XiFfSi + X2JFS2 + H.c. (90)

If the scalar bosons Si and S2 do not mix, thca they each contribute separately to
fermion self-energies via the individually divergent diagrams I have been considering.
However, if they mix with a mixing angle C, then

C = A1FZ(COs CS[ + sin (S2) + X2jF(- sin £S{ + cos CS2) + H.c. (91)

where the primed fields denote the new mass eigenstates. This gives rise to a new
contribution proportional to the mixing parameters.6 For instance, the self-energy of
/ receives an additional finite contribution given by

= -Ai A2 sin C cos C(̂ TIi—

f d4k
X J (2x)(2TT)< (k2 -

6 Note that when mixing is considered the graphs I have already calculated which do not require
mixing to exist will be multiplied by cos2 £ ^ 1 factors.
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where mii2 is the mass of S[2i
 a n d mF is the mass of F. Suppose the heavy scalar to

be Sj. ^11 the limit that Hi2 —> GO,

f/ 7 ^ 7 7 7 ^ 2 \ r / i , ^ 2 J T -(27r)4 (A;2 -m()[(k + p)2 - m2
F]

The integral above is logarithmically divergent and thus there will be a large logarithm
in the heavy mass m2. However, the self-energy is also proportional to sin C cos C, which
goes to zero as the heavy scale is taken to infinity. Generically, mixing angles between
heavy and light scalars go as at most mjjght/̂ hcavy as the heavy mass goes to infinity.
Therefore the large logarithm above will always be suppressed by TTLiIm2 and thus it
will be ineffective.

Note that the statement that the mixing angle will generically go as miight/»7iheavy
is not the same as the statement that we always want one light eigenstate and one
heavy eigenstate. For instance, a "democratic" 2 x 2 mass matrix (which has each
entry as 1) will yield one zero and one nonzero eigenvalue but with a mixing angle of
TT/4. However, in this case there is no clear separation of the unmixed fields into a
heavy and a light sector. One must make sure that the model does not produce this
type of situation. This means that a scalar mass hierarchy must be put into the theory
by hand and then preserved to all orders of perturbation theory (at least). This is of
course just a manifestation of the gauge hierarchy problem for scalar bosons.

The argument above may be easily repeated for graphs dependent on gauge boson
mixing instead of scalar boson mixing.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Feynman graphs contributing to mT — mj, which involve the photon 7, the
Z1 Z' and X bosons and the gluons G. The logarithmic divergences of the individual
self energies cancel in mT — mb between these graphs. The external fermion line is either
r or 6 for the 7, Z, Z' and X graphs, while the external fermion for the gluon graph
is b only. The internal fermion for the 7, Z and Z' graphs is the same as the external
fermion. For the X graph, the internal fermion is a r(6) if the external fermion is a
b(r). The internal fermion for the gluon graph is a b. In section A.I of the Appendix,
I calculate mT — mj under the approximation that m/ = 0. This allows a change from
the (7, Z) basis to the (W0, B) basis. The W0 boson graph does not contribute to
mT — rrib because W° couples universally fo b and T. In the text I therefore actually
calculate the four diagrams involving a massless B boson, the Z' and X bosons, and
the gluons.

Figure 2: Feynman graphs involving the physical charged Higgs boson H~. The
individual divergences cancel in mT — rrn, between these graphs.

Figure 3: Feynman graphs involving the unphysical charged Goldstone boson g~. The
individual divergences cancel in mr — mj between these graphs.

Figure 4: Feynman graphs involving the left-sector gauge boson W[. The individual
divergences cancel in mT — nib between these graphs.

Figure 5: Feynman graphs involving the right-sector gauge boson W^. The diver-
gences cancel in mT — nib between these two graphs.

Figure 6: Feynman graphs involving components of \- The divergences cancel in
mT — mi between these two graphs.

Figure 7: The first two Feynman graphs contribute to mT — nib when W[ — WR
mixing is switched on. The third graph contributes when Z-Z' mixing is included.
The fourth graph denotes the fact that the Goldstone bosons eaten by WR and W£
are actually linear combinations of x~ and g~.
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